
Newborn Loom Knit Baby Hat
By Lee Ann Hamm Crochet Gotta Love It!

http://www.ravelry.com/patterns/library/newborn-loom-knit-baby-hat

  

This knits up on the Red Knifty Knitter 31-peg handheld knitting loom.
I held two strands of yarn together throughout this hat project.

First part (lower half) of the hat is made and then continues up to the crown of the hat, after the color
change.

Materials:
I Love This Yarn by Hobby Lobby, worsted weight size (#4) in two colors. I used White and Blue on one 
hat and White and Dark Neons on the other hat.

Red Knifty Knitter handheld round loom,
Pick tool for the loom.

BRIM:

Make a slip knot leaving a long tail about 7 inches or so, and attach it to any of the 31 pegs.

** Note: I never have used the little peg sticking out on the side of the loom. I just put my slip knot 
over one of the regular pegs. This is optional and it just depends on your preference.

E-Wrap for 13 rounds in white yarn. Fasten off leaving a tail 7 inches or so. Attach new color with a 
weaver’s knot.    (Psst! No ends to sew in here with the Weaver’s Knot! Yipee!)

** Here is a good video for a Weaver’s Knot (aka, no ends to sew in):

https://youtu.be/Jl5ZxeR27DM

HAT BODY:

Then E-Wrap for approximately 15 rounds in your contrast color. Fasten off leaving about a 12-inch tail
for sewing the top.

https://youtu.be/Jl5ZxeR27DM


Thread tail through needle and do a needle cast-off from the pegs. Pull a gather and secure tightly. 
Secure ends at the brim of the hat.

I like to make two Square Knots on the inside (wrong side) of the hat).

Roll up the brim (the fabric will naturally curl in this direction anyway).

  

This makes a warm, thick hat for a baby! :)
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